65th Year Theme | 2022 -23

NASA India, a story of legacy has turned 65 this year, a story written by architecture students from
across the country. While we celebrate and glorify the past 65 now comes an important moment
- defining the next milestones, and the goals we aspire to achieve! With new collaborators,
students, partners, programs and stakeholders adding up yearly, it is only natural for us to diverge.
This year let’s delve deeper, deeper than we have ever been and ask the questions that matter
the most. “What do the students want?”
The solution for future challenges lies in asking the right questions today. How would NASA grow
to serve the communities better while staying relevant with the changing times? To answer this
question and stay disruptive we as NASA, India need to rethink, reimagine, realign and stay
relevant with the changing trends. While the story, processes, events, and networking of NASA
and its rich history are known and celebrated by the fraternity for being unique in the architecture
community, doing the same things repeatedly over the next few years might not keep us relevant
for much longer.
While winning feels good! Let us zoom out and look at NASA India as a community where we all
win for each other. The satisfaction and joy achieved through participation, forging friendships for
life, learning, sharing, and expanding the knowledge bank along with being a part of something
can not be negated. All of this is challenging but is possible if we as one envision together. Change
is aspiring, but taking new directions every year will dilute our efforts and will not leave the impact
we would have envisioned.
Let’s break the stereotypes by ‘Envisioning’ deeper communities, deeper connections, deeper
contributions, and a clearer vision. It’s time we share, learn, play and connect with every future,
past and current builders of societies and cultures.
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